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Introduction
Returns are a $761 billion problem, costing retailers over sixteen percent 

of sales annually. Even worse, last year’s sixty-one percent eCommerce 

growth means returns rates will continue climbing at historic levels. 

Unwanted items are so cumbersome for retailers and vendors that an 

entire returns management industry cropped up to manage them.

Third-party returns organizations provide essential services, but retailers 

must carefully choose the right partner to reach their business goals as 

more competitors emerge. Whether online, brick and mortar, enterprise-

sized, or boutique brands, retailers and manufacturers must consider four 

factors before outsourcing returns management.

1. End-to-End Experience

2. Secondary Market Driven

3. Reverse Software Capabilities

4. In-house Refurbishment



Essential Qualities of Returns 
Management Partners

1. End-to-End Experience

Most retailers and manufacturers (OEMs) have goals to drive higher 

returns recoveries, reduce costs, and improve sustainability metrics. 

So when organizations choose between returns providers, they must 

look for organizations with vast experience managing the entire returns 

lifecycle. In addition, retailers must ask challenging questions when vetting 

single-focus companies. For example, does a provider that only excels in 

reverse supply chain services understand how to maximize profits on the 

secondary market? Or does a company that focuses solely on wholesale 

ever seek higher-margin BTC opportunities? Finally, can a company that 

simply recycles and destroys damaged goods meaningfully affect my 

bottom line?

Effective returns management covers multiple facets—not just one. In 

other words, returns partners must be proven masters in various trades. 

They must excel in reverse software, supply chain, and eCommerce 

simultaneously. They must have experience optimizing returns from the 

moment a customer requests a refund to the moment the unwanted 

product reaches its second home.

Providers must have economies of scale along with the infrastructure 

to reduce transportation, packaging, and touchpoint costs. They should 

be able to pick up a return directly from a retail store, bring it to their 

own returns centers, and process and resell it from the same building. 

Finally, adequate returns partners must help retailers minimize waste 

along the way.

Returns 
Software

Reverse 
Supply Chain

ReCommerce Sustainability
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Most retailers have sustainability goals, yet they don’t always have a clear 

roadmap to achieve them. Fortunately, adequate returns partners can 

help. They can reduce transportation needs, along with harmful emissions. 

They can safely dispose of plastics and electronics. And they can reduce 

overall product waste by selling the items instead. In the process, they’ll 

track every metric so the retailer can accurately measure their improved 

carbon footprint.

Providers that only deliver on one aspect of retailers’ goals won’t offer 

meaningful change.

2. Secondary Market Driven

The resale market is vastly different from the original retail market. Unlike 

retail consumers, the secondary market consists of various end users. For 

instance, some are shoppers looking for a deal. Others are small business 

owners looking to stock their shops. Still others are wholesalers who are 

buying and selling in bulk. Each of these stakeholders has their own needs 

and challenges.

In addition to multiple end-users, the secondary market consists of 

various products, price points, and channels. That’s why it’s critical for 

retailers, online stores, and OEMs to look for a partner that can navigate 

the complexity—a partner with data-driven strategies. Of course, any 

company can take a return and list it on Amazon for 10% off the ticket 

price. However, rote discounts don’t generally work because they force 

retailers to compete with other sellers doing the same in a futile race to 

bottom-barrel pricing. As a result, retailers are left paying storage costs 

while dead, and aging stock loses value.

Instead, retailers need to work with a partner that has a resale strategy 

for returns across all categories they sell and can swiftly adjust to market 

changes. These providers understand that returns are seasonal, just like 

goTRG helped one retailer:

Eliminate

5.2MM
in transportation 

miles

Prevent

4.2K
metric tons of 
CO₂ emissions

Spare

80MM
pounds of waste 

from landfills
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retail. There are peaks and valleys, with one core difference–returns don’t 

follow the same trends simultaneously. Returns peaks lag behind retail 

booms. For example, there is a substantial secondary market boom in 

February because savvy shoppers who waited for Christmas returns start 

looking for deals much later in the season.

Retailers understandably don’t know the reverse world this intimately. And 

unfortunately, many returns providers don’t either. That’s why retailers 

and OEMs must ask providers to demonstrate their experience and pick 

a partner that can deliver the highest recoveries on every item.

3. Employs Reverse Software

Effective returns management requires optimizing warehouse 

efficiency while improving recovery and velocity. Yet most providers still 

use software, like Manhattan, built for forward logistics. These include 

warehouse management systems, transportation management systems, 

and enterprise resource planning software. These systems excel at 

moving products into retail stores and online shelves, fulfilling orders, 

and replenishing sold units. However, they don’t operate with the 

same efficiency in reverse management. Unfortunately, returns aren’t 

standardized like new products—they’re exceptions by design. And they 

require reverse-focused software.

That’s why organizations of all sizes—from small online sellers to enterprise 

retailers and OEMs—must look for a returns solution provider that 

employs software 100% designed with returns in mind. From the initial 

return request to shipping, receiving, categorizing, returning to vendors, 

refurbishing, and reselling on the secondary market, reverse software aims 

to achieve the highest recovery at every step. To do this, it must integrate 

with multiple platforms that factor in vendor returns contracts, product 

condition, market value, and resale channels.

goTRG helped retail clients:

Recover

60%
of retail costs

Increase sales 
revenue by

4%

Cut returns 
processing time in

1/2
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For example, reverse warehouse management systems (rWMSs) are 

designed to ensure staff can effectively triage every return. Backed by 

deep learning, rWMSs evaluate thousands of data points from a simple 

handheld device, telling staff exactly how to route the product to its most 

profitable destination. Built-in reporting tools also pinpoint inefficiencies 

like capacity and flow issues. Finally, drag-and-drop customization 

tools allow managers to close those gaps by reconfiguring workflows 

in real-time.

rWMS tools work incredibly well for enterprise return challenges. However, 

smaller third-party eCommerce sellers on Amazon, Walmart and eBay also 

need solutions designed to fulfill their needs.

Fortunately, cutting-edge technology exists to provide eCommerce sellers 

with the visibility to improve efficiency. With an intelligent returns portal, 

smaller vendors and third-party sellers can view the status of returns in one 

central dashboard. They can monitor their secondary market recovery rates 

while calculating transportation and processing costs. With that, sellers 

can see which returns dispositions recover the highest margins to make 

smarter decisions in the future. For example, they can try to negotiate 

more favorable vendor policy terms or set up automatic returnless refunds 

on items that cost more to ship than they’re worth.

The bottom line here is that retailers must ask how a returns partner 

can reduce costs and maximize outcomes without technology that 

understands the reverse market?

4. Refurbishes In-house

Customers didn’t always value second hand refurbished goods. They didn’t 

trust the product’s quality and couldn’t vet the supplier who sold them. 

The risk was not worth the reward. However, consumer perceptions today 

What a goTRG internal case study showed it could do

2–7 days
to process 
products

40%
improvement of 
monthly product 

check-ins

$150K
monthly savings 
in operational 

efficiencies
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have changed drastically thanks to trusted brands like Apple and Best Buy 

selling premium refurbished products at a discount.

Consumers now realize secondhand items are just as good as new1, and 

they’re willing to pay more for used electronics, home goods, and general 

merchandise. As a result, this represents an immense opportunity for 

retailers and OEMs to recover higher profits from distressed items they 

might have otherwise tossed away. They just need to find a suitable returns 

provider with expertise to execute this essential value-add service.

The problem is that refurbishment is not defined by any quality standard, 

and companies don’t consistently deliver the standard that customers 

expect. So retailers and OEMs must find a provider in the business for 

at least ten years with a proven track record in a wide range of product 

categories. In addition, these providers must be transparent about their 

process, which should include:

• Human testing

• Multi-point inspection process specific to your product type

• Sanitization to CDC standards

• Updated software and enhanced performance 

(where applicable)

• Provided warranty

• Repaired with verified or OEM pas

• Intact screens without scratches

• Verification reports for every item

1  Source: https://www.gotrg.com/press/survey-says-americans-support-electronics-refurbishment-
options-3

goTRG’s 2021 Numbers

40+ 
Million

items processed

24+ 
Million
units restored 

to life

3+ 
Million

units refurbished
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The Bottom Line
Retailers managed their own returns for years. However, in the process, they were forced 

to divert precious resources from their core business—forward sales. Fortunately, retailers 

and OEMs don’t have to moonlight in the reverse supply chain anymore. Instead, they can 

confidently outsource returns while reducing operational costs, improving sustainability 

metrics, and earning higher profits. The key is choosing the right partner to generate the 

highest recovery on their returns.
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